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Looking back in the last issue
of the Roots of Motive Power
newsletter, we had a story of
Daniels and Ross Lumber
Company written by Joan
Daniels and family. John Ross,

Charter member Ted Coombs, although

Jr. of Little River sent in this

almost blind, still contributes photographs for

photo of his father John "Jack"

our newsletters. He is also the woodworking

S. Ross (1903-1950), taken

craftsman seen here with several hand-made

circa 1948-49.

benches he constructed and donated to the
Roots of Motive Power Festival silent auction.
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The Hollow Tree Lumber Company was located in the Garcia River basin in the southwest corner
of Mendocino County. Our cover photo shows the filing room at the sawmill and the log deck outside. Unlike most sawmills of that era that used a second story filing room, the filing room at Mill
"D" was at mill floor level, and the saw loft was only used to lift the band saws into position when
changing blades.
The continuing saga of the Hollow Tree Lumber Company starts on page 6.
Roots of Motive Power, Inc.
This newsletter is the official publication of Roots of

Motive Power, Inc., an organization associated with the
Mendocino County Museum, and dedicated to the preservation and restoration of logging and railroad equipment
representative of Califomia's North Coast region, 1850s

to the present. Membership cost: $25.00 annually;
Regular Members vote for Officers and Directors, who
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Hollow Tree Lumber Company's sawmill at Annapolis, in Sonoma County, which was dismantled in
1962 to provide parts for the building of Mill "D".

Access to the sawmill site necessitated a major bridge crossing over the Garcia River. After completing the bulkheads and cabling the bridge stringers together, a Cat prepares the approaches to
the new bridge. The main bridge stringers were B0 feet long and were 20 teet above the summer
water level of the Garcia. Nov. 1962.
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Smoke rises above the future sawmill site as debris is piled and burned in preparation for the major
earth moving project, July 1962.

Hollow Tree Lumber Company
Mill r'D"
by Chris Baldo and Theron Brown

In the April,2001 issue of the Roots Newsletter (Vol. 19, No. 1), the authors presented a
history of Mendocino County's legendary Hollow Tree Lumber Company. For many, the saga
of Hollow Tree Lumber Company ended in 1962 with its purchase by Oregon-Washington
plywood Company and the exit of the original founders, Bill Moores and Bill Smith. Hollow
Tree Lumber Company, however, continued on qs a subsidiary of Oregon-Washington, constructing the last Hollow Tree sawmill, Mill "D", in the fall of 1962 and winter-spring of
1963, in the remotest of locations in the Garcia River basin in the southwest corner of
Mendocino County. Construction workers still remember working on the sawmill in the
Garcia on that grim day that John F. Kennedy was assassinated. This article is a photo story
of the buildingiy nollo, Tree's now mysterious Mill "D" qnd their Garcia River operations.
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Sufficient area for the sawmill and log deck is slowly carved out of the wilderness of the Garcia
River drainage.
In the mid-1950s, amid the many land acquisitions of the rapidly expanding Hollow Tree Lumber
Company were the vast land holdings of Coastal
Plywood and Timber Company in the Garcia River
drainage and their mill operation in Cloverdale.
Division of ownership of the Coastal Plywood piece
was a complicated stew, which was the timber industry in Mendocino and Sonoma counties during these
boom times. The property was divided into four units:
Hollow Tree owning Unit 1, Holm Industries in
Gualala purchasing Unit 2, and Mollala Forest
Products of Cloverdale purchasing Units 3 and 4. In
time, Hollow Tree traded land and timber holdings in
the Annapolis area to Mollala for units 3 and 4, and
purchased the timber rights on Unit 2 when they purchased the Holm Industries sawmill in Gualala. Turn
of the century logging operations had harvested timber in those portions of the ownership accessible to
the coast near Point Arena and these areas were now
a stand of second growth timber. The bulk of the
ownership, however, was inaccessible to early day

logging methods and contained prime stands of uncut old growth redwood and Douglas fir. Coastal
Plywood had begun developing access to the steep
and remote timberland by constructing a haul road
starting on Fish Rock Road just west of the Mailliard
Ranch. The road had been pioneered roughly five
miles down to the Garcia River itself when the
Hollow Tree acquisition of Coastal Plywood was
made in 1953. Hollow Tree's first logging operations
in the area were actually to complete the logging of
substantial volumes of felled and bucked timber from
Coastal operations.
Recognizing that the remote location was going to
present some problems for their existing harvesting
and milling operations, Hollow Tree studied two
alternatives for exploitation of the new tract of timber. First, the Company surveyed the property for a
site to build a new sawmill, and actually selected the
site for further engineering work used years later in
1962 by Oregon-Washington. Forester Don
McKenzie utilized the old horse trail for access to
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Earthmoving work continues at the Mill "D" site in August, 1962.

survey the Garcia site that originally took visitors
from the Zeni Ranch on Fish Rock to the popular natural hot springs just downstream from the proposed

sawmill site. The second alternative was in conjunction with engineers from R.G. LeTourneau, to build a
haul road from the Garcia drainage north, through
parts of the Piper Ranch and the Beacon Ranch, eventually reaching the South Fork of the Nararro River
and the Masonite Road. This alternative would have
provided economical transportation to existing
Hollow Tree manufacturing facilities in Ukiah. The
survey for the road was completed with a maximum
grade of 87o, and preliminary negotiations were held
with landowners along the right-of-way for necessary
land acquisition. LeTourneau engineers were working
on the design of large diesel-electric log hauling
prime movers that were capable of moving up to
15,000 board feet of logs at a time over the road in
train-like fashion. The road connecting with the
Masonite Road was never built, and it remained for
Oregon-Washington Plywood to complete Hollow

Tree's plans for

Mill "D" on the Garcia.

By the early 1960s, the old growth timber that
Hollow Tree favored was being depleted rapidly in
areas adjacent to their existing sawmills in Ukiah,
Annapolis and Gualala.ln 1962, the decision was
made to dismantle the Hollow Tree sawmill in
Annapolis (Sonoma County) and use the parts to
construct Mill "D" in the Garcia. This decision was,
in part, the result of Hollow Tree trading some of its
Sonoma County land holdings to Mollala Forest
Products for Mollala's Units 3 and 4 in the Garcia.
The site selected was a large flat in the NW quarter
of Section 26, T.12N, R.15W just up stream of the
confluence of Signal Creek and the Garcia. The site
required construction and reconstruction of l8 miles
of private road from Fish Rock Road, the nearest
County Road, and the construction of a major bridge
to cross the Garcia River to the mill site. The
General Manager for Oregon-Washington's Hollow
Tree operations was Chuck Simpson. Bob Ray,
(continued on page 14)
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Earthmoving work continues at the Mill "D" Site in August, 1962.

Earthwork is nearly complete and sawmill construction is ready to begin.
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old Hollow Tree mill at Annapolis,
The first loads of mill equipment have started to arrive from the
lumber has been delivered, and the
excavation for the main sawmill trash conveyer has begun, form
Crew'
first Hollow Tree logging camp cabins have arrived to house the construction

..D,,

ai the Fdlill
The coniruction Camp is beglnning tc iake shape
cr:ntinue to grolv'
evident, and the piles of sawmill equipment

site, i.nore construction equipment is
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One of the first construction projects was to dismantle the teepee burner at Annapolis, transport it to
the Garcia site, and re-assemble the burner for use. Here, the burner begins to take shape in an othenvise unaltered sawmill site. One of the construction contractors was Daniel Steel and Machine from
Ukiah. Bill Daniel Sr., father of Bill Daniel Jr., current owner of Daniel Steel and long time Roots supporter, was responsible for moving the teepee burner and chip bin from Annapolis to the Garcia site.

The top wheel of the 9 foot diameter bandmill headrig arrives in camp from Annapolis on a Harry
Hildebrand lowbed truck, Dec. '1962.
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Construction continues with Cloverdale Ready-Mix pouring the foundation for the main clean-out conveyor
and piers for the mill supporls. The Rosser head debarker is partially hidden behind the timbers, Dec. 1962.

The completed teepee burner appears out of place as the rest of the sawmill is still in the early
stages of construction, although most of the below surface concrete foundation work is done.
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The log deck begins to grow in anticipation of the completion of the sawmill. The bandmill headrig
stands on its foundation, main clean-out conveyor is complete, and the uprights to the mill floor are
nearly complete.
(continued from page 9)
a Hollow Tree forester, took responsibilities

for site

Concrete for the project was produced by
Cloverdale Ready-Mix with gravel quarried from the

preparation, moving tremendous quantities of dirt and
rock to construct a usable sawmill site. The construc-

Garcia River and screened on site. Electricity for the
mill was supplied by Pacific Gas and Electric, build-

tion supervisor for the move and new construction
was Bill Ritzell, who had led major Hollow Tree construction projects at Annapolis, Gualala, and both the
sawmill and remanufacturing plant in Ukiah. The
time from initial land clearing and earth moving to an
operating sawmill was approximately 11 months.
Oregon-Washington initially built a construction
camp, gathering up a supply of Hollow Tree logging
camp cabins from throughout the Company's ownership. After the sawmill was completed, the Company
built a trailer park and cookhouse for many of the
employees that lived at the site.

ing a four mile long extension of its line from existing service at the Air Force radar base on Eureka Hill
near Point Arena.
The sawmill was designed to cut studs, posts and
rails, with a ten foot maximum 1og length. The mill
cut primarily Douglas fir, with a mixture of some redwood when the market demanded. Grade redwood
logs were primarily shipped to the Hollow Tree mill
in Ukiah, although logs were sold and traded to a
variety of sawmills and veneer-plywood plants in
Mendocino and Sonoma counties. The head rig was
the nine-foot band mill from Annapolis which cut the

Volume 19

The mill floor is closer to completion with the teepee burner and bandmill awaiting the arrival of more
machinery.
logs into four inch cants. A small log side was later
added to

Mill "D" using a four saw Scragg mill,

a

single pass sawing system using circle saws. The
cants from both head rigs were fed into a large, dou-

ble arbor naffow kerf gang edger, with either 2 inch
or 4 inch saw settings, depending on the day's cut.
After the planer, the boards traveled down a decline
chain to the green chain where an automatic stacker
placed the boards into units. Chips from the facility
were stored in a chip bin and sold to Masonite in
Ukiah. The balance of the waste, bark and sawdust
was moved in the main cleanout conveyor to the
teepee burner. The lumber was trimmed and planed
inside the sawmill, which enabled the product to go
directly to market, rather than being required to make
a stop at the remanuf'acturing facility in Ukiah.
Claude Stanley headed up Hollow Tree's Garcia
operations. The sawmill Superintendent was Waitus
Speers, who transferred over to Mill "D" after being

the mill superintendent at Annapolis. His brother,

Glen Speers, later took over as mill superintendent.
Bill Prather worked as the Woods Boss for Hollow
Tree, with George Zenihandling the duties as bull
buck. Long time Harry Hildebrand and Hollow Tree
employee Martin Rogers was given charge of most of
the road building duties. The primary logging contractors for the Garcia River drainage for Hollow
Tree were Bill Van Pelt and the Anderson Brothers,
Bill and Oscar. However a variety of loggers spent
their time in the Garcia and other tracts in the area
moving logs to Mill D, among them: Kay Hiatt,
Chester Bates, Bill Bates, Delman Ford, Don Ford,
and Lester Giacomini.

Oregon-Washington made two significant timberland transactions in the mid-1960s that would influence the future of the company. The first was to purchase the timber rights from the Beacon Ranch, north
(continued on page l7)
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The roof begins to take shape over the planer end of the sawmill building.

The green chain has now appeared, most of the machinery is in place, and the roof of the entire
sawmill is completed.
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Although somewhat fuzzy, this is the only photograph in our possession of the newly completed
Hollow Tree Mill "D" in operation. The photograph was taken in July, 1963.

front page I 5 )
of the Garcia, one of the few large stands of timber
available. The second transaction was to sell the bulk
of its cut over timberlands to Longview Fiber
Corporation, retaining cutting rights on the property
for l0 years. Longview Fiber owned timber holdings
near Oregon-Washington Plywood's plant at
Garibaldi, Oregon and the sale was largely a trade to
benefit Oregon-Washington's non-Hollow Tree operations. When Louisiana Pacific purchased the Hollow
Tree holdings of Oregon-Washington in 1973, it was
largely to secure the Beacon cutting rights for its
other sawmill operations. Louisiana Pacific dismantled Mill "D" and an era came to an end. Today, the
only evidence of the operation at the former sawmill
(continLred

site is the concrete remnants, the saw husk, the main
trash conveyor and the concrete house pads at the
employee trailer park.

The authors would like to thank the following
people for their assistance in gathering infortlTcttiotx

for this article:

Jack Sweeley, Forester for Masonite Corporation
Julian Reitzell, Construction Supervisor for Hollow
Tree for many projects.
Bob Ray, Forester for Hollow Tree Lumber Company.
Don McKenzie, Forester for Hollow Tree Lumber
Company.
James Scaife, son of long time Hollow Tree employee, worked cleanup at Mill "D."
Delman Ford, Logger that worked in the Garcia and

Beacon Ranch.

Jim Cooley, Hollow Tree employee in the Garcia'
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Map - The main line off-highway road system of Union Lumber Company, including the Big River
Branch, the Noyo River Branch, and the 63 mile long Ten Mile Branch that ended at Indian Creek.
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Truck No. 17, one of the Peterbilts purchased new by ULCO in 1960, eases downhill with a large
redwood load shortly after the Boise Cascade purchase in 1969.

A MILEPOST AND INTERPRETIVE GUIDE
TO UNION LUMBER COMPANY'S
OFF.HIGHWAY TRUCK ROAD
by Theron Brown and Chris Baldo

of Union Lumber Company's Fort Bragg, California logging
operations with an in-depth look at the Company's off-highway road system. After the removal of the Ten
Mile River branch logging railroad in 1949, the Company's off-highway tuck program defined Union
Lumber Company for two decades, until the change to a largely second growth program in the early 1970s
and ULCO's eventual acquisition by Georgia Pacific Corporation. The information presented here was prepared originally as part of a presentation made by the authors at the Annual Convention of the American
Truck Historical Society in Reno in June,2001. To avoid duplicating information, we encobtrage you to
review the following issues of the Roots Newsletter: Vol. 16, No. 3, Off-Highway Trucking on the Mendocino
Coast; Vol. 17, No. l, The Washington Trakloader at Union Lumber Company; and Vol. 17, No. 2, the Story
of ULCO Truck No. lI.
The authors continue their documentation
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ULCO off-highway truck #7 has traveled down Ten Mile River and hit the beach at MP B for the trip
down the coast to the mill in Fort Bragg.
Although Union Lumber Company did not officially enter the off-highway trucking business until
the late 1950s when they purchased trucks from
hauling contractors Joe Rossi and Roy Stoddard,
hauling logs with trucks by logging contractors,
especially to railroad reloads, was a common practice on ULCO timberlands during the 1940s.
The system worked well enough for Union
Lumber Company to pull up their Ten Mile River
logging railroad in 1949 and convert the 17-mile
stretch to the Camp 5 Reload into their mainline haul
road. The primary trucking contractors for Union
Lumber Company, Joe Rossi and Roy Stoddard, purchased fleets of off-highway trucks rn 1949 and
began hauling logs from the Ten Mile River drainage
directly to the sawmill complex in Fort Bragg.
Wanting to exert more control over trucking operations, ULCO purchased five of Rossi's off-highway
trucks in 1956, and followed this with the purchases
of several new trucks and some of Stoddard's
Peterbilts. The fleet of ULCO off-highway trucks
eventually totaled 19 with the purchase of the only

International truck, a three-axle version of the Model
100

in

1965.

The topography of the Mendocino coast is characterized by a series of major creeks flowing west to
the ocean that form an effective barrier to north-south
access, initially to railroad construction, and later to
road construction. In its route from Fort Bragg, MP 0,
north to the mouth of Ten Mile River at MP 8, the
problem was solved by locating the railroad, and later
the haul road, directly on the beach. As Union
Lumber Company sought to exploit its vast resource
of timber north of the Ten Mile River, the main offhighway haul road moved east from Camp 5, MP 17,
to the headwaters of the Ten Mile, and then, main-

taining elevation, skirted the headwaters of many of
the coastal creeks in its route north - Wages Creek,
De Haven Creek, Juan Creek - before connecting
with the road network of Rockport Redwood.
Crossing California State Highway 1 at Hales Grove,
MP 44.5, the haul road then descended to nearly sea
level once again at Usal Creek, MP 50. In addition to
the main haul road north, ULCO also maintained two

December,20Ol Volume t9. No.
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ln 1936, Union Lumber Company purchased the former Robert Dollar timberlands near Usal from
Simpson Timber Company. Here ULCO's Washington TL-21 Trakloader loads a Chris Nicolos
Redwood Construction truck norlh of Hales Grove on the M & M Road in 1958. The ULCO off-highway truck road had not yet been extended to Hales Grove, and the Redwood Construction highway
trucks used State Highway 1 to haul the logs to Forl Bragg. The M & M Road was built for the Wolf
Creek sawmill at Jackass Creek to ship rough lumber to their remanufacturing plant in Willits.
other off-highway haul routes, one east from Fort
Bragg into the Noyo River drainage, and the other
south east into the Big River drainage and the lands

of the former Mendocino Lumber Company.
Union Lumber Company maintained a large logging crew, operating up to six "sides" at one time,
with some contract "gypo" loggers operating also.
One or two of the logging sides might be in the Noyo
or Big River drainages, but the bulk of the activity
was along the main haul road north from Fort Bragg.
The woods started loading at1 a.m. and the first offhighway truck was scheduled to leave the truck shop
so it would amive at the landing at 7:00 a.m. sharp.
Most of the landings ordered 3 or 4 trucks for the first
round, and the trucks were scheduled to leave the
yard every 30 minutes.
The highway lowbed driver, generally John Dias,
was responsible to be at the shop when the drivers

arrived to help if there was a truck that would not
start or if there was a flat tire. John would check the
Dispatch Board to see which trucks were scheduled to
leave the shop first. Then he would bump the tires,
check the water and oil, and start the engines and let
them warm up. Often during the summer the first
trucks would be leaving before the night shop crew
finished their shift from the previous day. When the
driver arrived at the shop, if his truck had already
been started, he would pull ahead to the water hose
located at the north end of the shop. He could hose
the cab and windows off. At the same spot, there was
an oil hose which the driver would use to fill his bunk
oil can, using drain oil from the shop. The driver was
normally expected to make two or three trips per day.
The first two trucks at each layout that were scheduled for Big River, Ten Mile area, De Haven Creek,
(continued on page 27)
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The Camp 5 Reload, MP 17, in the Ten Mile River drainage was one of ULCO's busiest and largest
reload operations. Here the "New" Marion crane loads ULCO Peterbilt off-highway truck #14 with
logs for the sawmill. Acting as the head loader is the driver, Odell "Cowboy" Gregory. Both the
Marion crane and the off-highway truck have the logo of new owner Boise Cascade Corporation,
which purchased ULCO in 1969.

ULCO Truck #6 loads under a Washington TL-15 Trakloader.
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After loading the truck, a Washington TL-15 helps the driver place his wrappers over the load. Here,
one of Roy Stoddard's old Petes, ULCO Truck #16, does the honors while the driver of an empty
truck waiting to load oils the rub irons on his trailer.
continued from page 25 )
and Charlie Creek were expected to make three trips
(

a day. Sometimes, the third truck would only have

enough time to make two trips. On most of the three
trip hauls, the driver would expect to work 12-15
hours per day. On the Usal hauls, the driver would
expect to work 14-18 hours per day.

The off-highway trucks could travel at a maximum speed of 30-35 miles per hour, but in most
cases the traffic and the design of the road required
that the driver keep the speed at 20-25 miles per
hour. Travel time empty from the sawmill, MP 0, to
Hales Grove, MP 44.5, was I hour, 45 minutes. Once
the trucks had passed the returning water trucks in
the early morning, there was no more oncoming traffic and the trucks could make good time heading out
to the woods. Trucks at all times had to be aware of
the constant switching of Right Hand Drive to Left
Hand Drive, which was designed to keep the loaded
trucks on the inside, more solid part of the road,
which allowed the more maneuverable empty trucks

to dart into turnouts more easily. When the trucks
would leave the yard and head north, the first fifteen
miles of the road was up the ocean beach or on the
flats of Ten Mile River. The trucks would leave the
yard in the morning and for the first four or five
miles they would run in direct fourth until the grease
in the transmissions warmed up. Then they would
pick up fifth gear and run up to MP 10 or MP 12 at
top speed. One of the factors that controlled the driver's speed was the realization that excessive speed
and braking on the curves on the outbound trip
resulted in overheated brakes for the return trip
loaded.

At MP 17 the trucks would

pass the Camp 5

Reload. Union Lumber Company developed a series
of log reloads on the Big River road as well as the
route north. The reloads served several purposes: 1)
the reloads provided additional log deck space for the
already crowded and busy mill yard in Fort Bragg,2)
the reloads located along the main haul road were
accessible in winter months when weather had shut
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ULCO off-highway truck #4, an old Rossi Kenworth, pulls into the Redwood Creek Reload, MP 25,
just north of the Wages Creek Hill on a dusty summer day.
down most logging operations and allowed year
around operation of the truck fleet, and 3) as the logging sides worked north toward Usal, it was difficult
for the trucks to make two trips per day. By hauling
the first load of the day to an intermediate reload

location, the trucks could work a full day and have
the logs in an accessible location. When logging close
in at De Haven Creek and Charlie Creek, the trucks
often would make four or even five trips per day to
the Camp 5 Reload. This schedule meant that they
had to come down Wages Creek hill, from MP 23 to
MP 19, four or five times each day, which caused the
hydrotarder water to heat to the point of boiling. The
hydrotarder tank was tapped at the approximate half
full mark and a Williams air valve installed to allow
the driver to turn on gravity water to the four truck

brakes from the cab. This helped in two

ways: the

water kept the truck brakes cooler, and also drained
the water off the hydrotarder tank, which, when the
tank was refilled with cold water, helped to keep the
hydrotarder water cool. It was not unusual to show up
at the yard in the morning and find that the hydrotarder tank would still be hot to the touch.
The log landing in the woods where the trucks
loaded was always a busy place. There was a loading
machine, normally one of the Washington
Trakloaders, a slot or chute under the loading
machine where the truck being loaded would park, a
spot for the trucks waiting to be loaded to park,

while also allowing room for the skid Cats to enter
the landing with the logs. When the truck arrives at
the landing with its trailer decked, if it is the first
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ULCO Truck #11 , pulling the off-highway lowbed with a Washington TL-15 Trakloader aboard, pauses about MP 19 at the bottom of Wages Creek Hill as the Company's Galion motorgrader hooks up
to help pull the four mile grade. The road up Wages Creek Hill was engineered for loaded trucks
descending the grade. The steep upgrade proved too much for even the beefy rear ends on the offhighway trucks when pulling heavy loads such as the Trakloaders. Standard practice was for the
loaded lowbed truck to pull the grade with the assistance of another machine, in this case the
Galion grader. Passing the group is an early Jerry Philbrick log truck.
truck, the driver turns around and backs under the
boom of the loading machine. The driver or the head
loaderman will untie the trailer and the loading
machine operator will place the grapples over the
center of the trailer. The driver will hook up the front
trailer loading strap to the grapple, while the head
loader hooks the rear trailer loading strap to the grapple. The loading machine will pick up the trailer, the
truck driver will drive ahead and the loading
machine operator will set the trailer on the ground.
The driver will back up while the head loader guides
the reach of the trailer into the trailer hitch. He will
then get out, swing around behind the cab, get his

bunk oilcan, walk back atop the frame and remove
the pin from the truck bunk, which travels to the
woods parallel to the truck frame. After oiling each
rub iron, the driver will turn the bunk and pin the
bunk 90 degrees to the frame. The driver will then
walk down the reach and repeat the operation with
the trailer bunk, step off onto the ground and walk
back to the cab of the truck, stopping to hook up his
trailer air lines and safety chains. He will also pull
the pin in the compensator and reach. Now the loading process is in the hands of the loading machine
operator and the head loader.
The head loader would either stand up on the cab

Proc

?O

of the truck or stand on the ground in a spot where
the truck driver could see him. The head loader actually controlled the loading of the truck. If he were
standing on the ground, he would signal and point to
the logs that were to be loaded, and he would signal
the truck driver to back up and pull ahead to allow
for the loading machine to swing. If he were standing
on the cab, he would stomp his foot to signal the
driver; one stomp to go ahead or stop and two
stomps to back up. When it was necessary to double
head short logs, the loader operator would set the
first log in the saddle as far ahead as possible. This
meant that the truck would back up until the bunk
logs were almost touching the cab of the loading
machine. The truck would then pull ahead and the
loader would pick up the next 1og. The truck would
be signaled to back up so the log could be set directly behind the first log. The loading machine would
continue to hold the log in the longs and against the
boom, and the truck driver would be signaled to continue backing up.This would slide the first log ahead
and allow room for the second log to be set down in
the saddle. The lead loader and the truck driver had
to watch to make sure that the bunk logs did not slide
ahead. Most of the loads required the use of a gut
wrapper that was placed one or two rows down from
the top of the load. This was applied during the loading process.
When the truck was loaded, the driver would
hook his wrappers on the grapples of the Trakloader
to lift the wrappers up and over the load. ULCO policy required two wrappers over each peaker log, and
this was strictly enforced. Most of the drivers used a
cheater pipe made from an old automobile drive shaft
that was approximately four or five feet long. With
the load tied down, the truck was ready to start its
trip to the mill.
It wasn't a very long distance from the landing
before the driver could get a feel as to the weight of
the load. If it were a "heavy load," he knew he would
be using first gear. On the longer hauls, such as from
the Usal area, using first gear could add an hour to
your travel time. Average speed for hauling loaded
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was 16 MPH, taking 2 hours, 45 minutes to travel
from Hales Grove at MP 44.5, to the Fort Bragg
sawmill, MP 0. Travel speed on adverse climbs was
considerably slower. Starting near sea level at Usal
Creek, MP 50 and climbing to Hales Grove at MP
44.5, a distance of 5 Yz miles, travel time was one
hour if the load was light and one could stay in second gear. Heavier loads would require using first
gear on the steeper pulls, which would add another
15 minutes to the distance.
At MP 39, the trucks passed the Rockport
Reload, located on Rockport Redwood Company
lands. The Usal trucks would haul to this reload and
then take a load home to the sawmill at the end of
the day. The next long pull for the loaded trucks was
the start of Huckleberry Hill, about MP 35. The road
crosses Huckleberry Creek and starts up to the head
of Bear Wallow Creek and Juan Creek to the top of
the hill at MP 32.|f the load was heavy and the driver had to use first gear, the time to pull the three-mile
hill was 30 minutes. If light, and one could stay in
second gear, the travel time was 17 minutes.
Temperatures in the cab were recorded at over 135
degrees when pulling this hill in the hot afternoon.
The 30 MP was near where the truck road crosses
Charlie Creek. The Branscomb County Road was
reached at MP 25.3. Shortly after this crossing, the
trucks passed the Redwood Creek Reload, MP 25. At
MP 23 3/e, passing above the head of Wages Creek,
the trucks passed a 20,000 gallon water tank that was
used to fill the water trucks used to water the road.
Milepost 23 marked the top of Wages Creek Hill,
the major nemesis of the truck road for the off-highway drivers. The grade is about 67o plus and is about
4 miles long. The trucks stopped here to turn on their
brake cooling water if they were heavy. If they did
not stop on top, the trucks would go down the hill to
the Burma Shave sign at the 217z milepost and turn
on the water. The trailers had two tanks built into
their frame of approximately 200 gallons each, with
a pipe and valve for each wheel. The driver would go
to each wheel, turn on the water, and make sure the
line was open and that some bark or a limb had not
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Lumber
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Off-Highway

Truck Road

Loaded ULCO off-highway
truck #2 crosses the
Pudding Creek Bridge
about MP 1, just before
entering the Union Lumber
Company sawmill complex
in Fort Bragg.
bent the pipe so the water missed the brake drum.
Gear selection for the hill was normally under fourth,

which allowed the hydrotarder to spin fast enough to
hold the truck back, but not over heat the water.
After L962 and the development of the Jacob Brake,
most of the Cummins engines were equipped with
"Jake Brake" and the drivers attempted to maintain
engine RPMs at 1500-1800. The driver would start
down the hill using only trailer brakes and keeping a
watchful eye on the applied air gauge. If the applied
air was over 25 PSI and the truck was gaining speed,
the driver had to change plans quickly. The heavy
loads required shifting to deep under fifth gear, but
this would cause the hydrotarder to spin much faster
and overheated the water more quickly. Even the
most seasoned of drivers, after countless trips down
Wages Creek Hill, gave a huge sigh of relief upon
reaching the bottom at MP 19. There were several
truck wrecks on the hill, but somehow all the drivers
escaped with their lives by stepping out of their truck

before it left the roadway.
When the trucks arrived at the sawmill to unload,
the first stop was at the log scaling ramp. While the
load was being scaled, there was a hose at the south
end of the ramp that the driver would use to fill his
hydrotarder tank. After the load was scaled, the
scaler would direct the truck to one of the possible
dumping sites. These included: 1) the Whirly crane
where most of the big logs and sinkers were
unloaded; 2) "down in the hole," which was near the
sawmill, right in front of the debarker where one of
the Osgood Cranes was located; dumping in the
pond, which was on the south side of the mill pond
where there were sets of shear legs and an electric
powered winch set, (if you dumped in the pond during the middle of the day or in the early evening,
there was an operator there to help you, if it was an
odd time, you dumped yourself); and 3) the cold
deck, where the other Osgood crane
(continued on page j4)
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A Bud Eastman highway truck leads a line-up of loaded log trucks waiting at the scale shack for
their loads to be scaled and directions for dumping their loads.

At the Cold Deck, Walt Hautala,
in an Osgood 1000 crane,
unloads ULCO off-highway
truck #6, driven by Gregg Cox.
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Page 33

Two of the unloading possibilities after arriving at the Union Lumber Company sawmill in Fort Bragg.
The large Whirley Crane on the left normally unloaded the heavy "sinker" logs, that tended to sink if
placed in the mill pond. On the right, "in the hole," one of the two ULCO Osgood 1000 cranes
unloads logs next to the infeed deck to the debarker.

Union
Lumber
Company's
Off-Highway

Truck Road

Logs destined for the log Pond
were dumped at the south side
of the mill pond at one of two
stiff leg cranes equipped with
electric hoists.

Pase 34
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At the end of the day, the drivers parked their trucks, trailers down, next to the off-highway truck
shop so the shop crew could do their nightly maintenance.
(continued from page 3 j )
was located, or if it was early in the year before the

loader located above the pit. While he was fueling,
the driver could unhook his trailer and prepare for

reloads were started, the Marion Crane was in the
cold deck also.

loading the trailer. On the last trip of the day, the
drivers followed all the same procedures, except they
just pulled the truck around in front of the off-highway shop and parked it in line for servicing that
night. On the longer Usal hauls, the trucks would
burn over one hundred twenty gallons of fuel each
day. This required the trucks to top off their tanks
after the first trip. If their first trip was to the reload,
fuel tanks were also set up there.
The shop crew consisted of six mechanics, three
daytime and three nighttime, a tire man and two servicemen. The maintenance program at ULCO was
known industry wide for its excellence and was second to none. Length of time in service was the factor
used to determine when all repairs were scheduled:
the small bore Cummins NH engines, 290s and 335s,
were frame majored after one season and changed out
after two seasons, the NT 335s were frame majored
after two seasons and changed out after four seasons;

When the last log was lifted off', the driver would

pull on the hand valve, back up against the trailer, get
out of the cab and put the pin back in the compensator or the reach. He would then get back in the
truck, depending on whether trucks were waiting or
not, pull out from under the unloading machine and
park in an open area. The driver would get out of the
cab, swing around behind the cab onto the truck
frame and throw off any bark that had fallen off the
load. This was very important because the bark had a
tendency to fall through the frame and tear off brake
lines. The driver would turn the truck bunk so it was
parallel to the frame and pin it in place. He would
then walk down the trailer reach, cleaning off bark
and pinning the trailer bunk at erbout a 45-degree
angle to the reach. The driver would pull the truck in
the truck shop over the grease pit, which had a trailer
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Off-highway driver of ULCO Truck #11 , Elmer Scarmella, leaves a note on the "Beef Board" for the
night maintenance crew at the off-highway truck shop in Fort Bragg.
with the newer style rear ends, the fronts were
changed after two seasons, the backs after one season; brownies were changed after one season, main

boxes after two seasons. After the Company switched
to the Fuller TO 905C transmissions, they lasted four
or more seasons. Each truck had all brakes relined
and wheel bearings repacked each winter. All front
axle king pins were changed and spindles magnafluxed annually. Al1 the trucks were lubed every
night, and oil was changed in the Cummins diesels

every 15 days.
The shop had a service truck and two tire trucks.
One tire truck was parked in the woods, usually at
Hales Grove. If a truck had a flat tire, due to the
extreme weight of the loads (GVW was about
250,000 lbs.), it was virtually impossible to travel
with the flat and the tire had to be changed' The

driver would catch a ride to where the tire truck was
parked, drive the tire truck back to his log truck,
another driver would usually stop and help him
change the tire. The tire truck would be left at the
location where they changed the tire. It used to be
kind of a joke among drivers that when a driver
would call in that he had a flat, the tire man would
ask, "are you heavy?" If two tires went flat on the
same axle while the truck was loaded, it was a fierce
jacking job to get the truck picked up. The driver
would have to move the truck to take advantage of
the crown on the road to throw the weight of the
load to the side opposite the flat. You would take two
jacks and blocking and place them under the bunk.
Then two more jacks were placed under the axle that
had the flats.
(continued on page 37)
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Reduced to yard shuttle duty, ULCO Truck #11 moves logs in the Georgia Pacific sawmill complex.
This venerable truck is now part of the Roots of Motive Power collection.

This photo captures ULCO truck #19 and its driver Kevin Brown at Hales Grove where the ULCO
truck road crosses Highway 1, MP 44.5, shortly after the Boise Cascade purchase of Union Lumber
Company in 1969.
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Truck Road

Union Lumber
Company mechanic
Tony Venturelli Prepares to service and
load an off-highwaY
log dolly under the
hoist in the ULCO offhighway truck shoP in
Fort Bragg.
(continued from Page 3 5 )
By the mid-1970s, timber on the now Georgia
Pacific ownership was growing smaller, was more
scattered, and ULCO's nearly hundred year old management philosophies were changing under new ownership. Improvements in the State Highway system
made the cost of trucking with highway trucks more
competitive. The off-highway program was soon on
its way out and GP traded in the last six off-highway
trucks when they purchased 15 new Kenworth high-

way trucks in 1971. Only Union Lumber Company
Truck #11 remained from the fleet, to shuttle logs in
the GP mili yard and pull the off-highway lowbed
when needed. In an effort to preserve part of the history of this fascinating period, Georgia Pacific sold
Truck No. 11 to Roots of Motive Power in 1999 for
the sum of one dollar. Along with ULCO Washington
Trakloader #430, these two machines in the Roots
collection document the boom years of the redwood
timber industry which we shall never see again'

